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IS THIS BOOK RIGHT FOR ME?
Not quite sure if this eBook is right for you? See the description below to
determine if your level matches the content you are about to read.

INTRODUCTORY This eBook!
Introductory content is for competitive intelligence
professionals who are new to looking at intellectual
property. This content provides an overview of IP terms
and how looking at IP information can provide insights
into to your competitor’s innovation strategy. After
reading, you will have a basic understanding on how to
monitor your competitor’s IP for strategic analysis.

INTERMEDIATE
Intermediate content is for competitive intelligence
professionals who are familiar with intellectual property
but have not yet integrated IP into their competitive
analyses. This content dives deeper into the connection
of IP and competitor innovation insights.

ADVANCED
Advanced content is for competitive intelligence
professionals who have already integrated intellectual
property into their competitive analyses. In it, we walk
you through complex analysis examples to help you
develop complete mastery of IP.
Intermediate and advanced versions will be released at a future date.
We will notify you when they are available for download.
www.ktmine.com
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ktMINE’s IP PLATFORM
ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND
INNOVATION DATA, ANALYTICS & SOLUTIONS
Instantly

✓ Your Competitor’s Innovation Portfolio

✓ Track competitors, industries, and
technologies to predict market
changes and emerging trends

✓ Evaluate competitors’ strategic

capabilities and market positions

✓ Review your competitors’ licensing
partners and deal terms

✓ Monitor competitors’ investments in

innovation to predict strategic moves

Patents &
Assignments
Royalty Rates

M&A Deals

Trademarks &
License
Agreements Assignments

ktMINE Search

News &
Alerts

THE POWER OF CONNECTED DATA
Licensed Patents

Company IP Portfolios

Patent Analytics

Activity Ticker

Chain of Title History

IP Connections
www.ktmine.com
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THE INTRODUCTORY GUIDE TO IP
FOR COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
By John Wiora
As the Director of Operations at ktMINE,
John ensures that the day-to-day
operations and innovations best serve
the needs of the market. Wiora leads
the analyst team and investigates how
intellectual property and licensing
research can be improved to provide
insightful trends around companies
and industries. John has collaborated
and conducted research for various
industry articles.

With assistance from Megan Rourke, Business Data Analyst and
Laura Sorg, Marketing Manager.

www.ktmine.com
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Monitoring the competition’s innovation
can be the difference between securing
your market position and getting railroaded
by a surprise, disruptive force.
When we speak with customers responsible for Competitive
Intelligence, we ask them about how they look at IP. We often hear
the following:
• Why should I look at IP when that is the Legal Department’s job?
• Don’t patents only discuss technical information?
• Isn’t licensing information publicly available?
• M&A information is too hard to find.
• Looking at IP information is time consuming and difficult.
But in the same conversation, we hear them looking to solve their most
common issues, including:
• I need to know if there are any disruptions coming into my market.
• What new features or additional technologies are my 			
competitors investing in?
• What are the next products they are about to go to market with?
• It would be valuable to know the terms and partnerships that my
competitors have executed.
• My competitor just acquired another company, what does this
mean for them?
The answers and solutions to these issues can be solved by looking at
IP. The rest of this guide is meant to simplify IP to make it less daunting
to those in CI.

www.ktmine.com
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WHAT IS A PATENT?
To understand patents, it is important to know some small pieces.
A patent is defined as a government authority or license
conferring a right or title for a set period, especially the sole
right to exclude others from making, using, or selling an
invention.
The USPTO.gov website goes a step further to explain the
following: “The right conferred by the patent grant is, in the
language of the statute and of the grant itself, ‘the right
to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, or
selling’ the invention in the United States or ‘importing’ the
invention into the United States. What is granted is not the
right to make, use, offer for sale, sell or import, but the right
to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale,
selling or importing the invention.”
Simply put, a patent gives an individual the right to prevent
others for exploiting an invention.

HOW TO LOOK AT A PATENT
Now when one first looks at a patent, it is similar to the first time one learns
a foreign language, sees calculus, or any other complicated topics; it is
overwhelming and hard to understand how it can be simple to look at these
documents.
Much of the valuable information can be found in just a few sections. The
first sections to look at are the Title, Abstract, and within the first section
of the Specifications. From there, you can decide to read further for more
intelligence.

www.ktmine.com
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PATENT STRUCTURE EXAMPLE
Title
Abstract
A short summary
of the essence
of the invention
condensed in
one paragraph.

*Tip: If the Title and
Abstract do not provide
enough explanation
of the invention, the
background further
simplifies the functions
and uses.

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING DISPLAY
APPARATUS AND MOBILE PHONE
Patent Abstract

Patent Details

A method for controlling a display
apparatus and a mobile phone is provided.
According to the method, the display
apparatus transmits an application to the
mobile phone, the mobile phone executes
the application and transmits specific
information received from a user, and the
display apparatus controls an execution
state of the application according to the
specific information. Accordingly, a user
controls the display apparatus using the
mobile phone.

Patent Number: 9,298,519
Publication Number: 2011/070878
Application Number: 12/886964

US Classifications

• 348838000 - TELEVISION - Portable
• 455420000 - TELECOMMUNICATIONS
- Control of another apparatus

Background
The background
provides an explanation
of the invention through
the field and description
of the related art.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention generally related to a method for controlling a display apparatus and a mobile
phone, and more particularly, to method of controlling a display apparatus and a mobile phone in
order to input a user’s manipulation into the display
apparatus using the mobile phone.
2. Description of the Related Art
A television (TV) is generally controlled through

Granted Date: 3/29/2016
Published Date: 3/24/2011
Filing Date: 9/21/2010
Priority Date: 9/22/2009
Current Owner: SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS
CO., LTD. (KOREA, REPUBLIC OF)

Inventor: Mi-kyung Kim
Applicant: Mi-kyung Kim
Original Assignee: Samsung Electronics
Co., Ltd. (KR)
All Historical Assignees: SAMSUNG

ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

a remote controller. As the technologies of the
TV have been improved, the TV is able to provide diverse functions and execute applications.
However, general remote controllers typically are
unable to receive diverse user’s manipulations due
to their limited functions. Also, in order to improve
the function of the remote controller, an increase in
price is unavoidable. However, users generally do
not wish to buy an expensive remove controller.

HOW CAN MONITORING MY
COMPETITORS’ PATENTS HELP ME?
Patents can be a leading indicator to answer what technologies a company will
be leveraging in their future products or processes. They may also give insights
into new markets or product lines that a company may be moving into in the
near future.

www.ktmine.com
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CASE STUDY
Sony Corporation
When you think about Sony Corporation, the first things that may
come to mind are television, audio systems, cameras, and gaming
consoles, such as the PS3. But when you look into their filing histories
of patents, you can also come across technologies that you may
never have thought about?
For example, Sony Corp published a patent on March 3, 2016 for a
“Pair of contact lenses, contact lens and storage medium”. They also
recently applied for a patent on “Embedding biometric data from a
wearable computing device in metadata of a recorded image”.
This may indicate that Sony is moving into more biometric type
products and potentially be moving to disrupt the contact lens
industry. It may also indicate that Sony is expanding their technology
to potentially enhance their current products, such as their gaming
console with enhanced user experience potentially tracking
movements differently.

www.ktmine.com
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WHAT IS A TRADEMARK?
To understand trademarks, it is important to know some small pieces.
The USPTO.gov website defines a trademark as “a brand name. A trademark
or service mark includes any word, name, symbol, device, or any combination,
used or intended to be used to identify and distinguish the goods/services of
one seller or provider from those of others, and to indicate the source of the
goods/services.”

HOW TO LOOK AT A TRADEMARK
Overall, looking at trademarks may be much simpler than looking at patents.
For one, they typically list the trademark name along with an image. They also
include a simple breakdown of the industry information for the technology.

HOW CAN MONITORING MY
COMPETITORS’ TRADEMARKS HELP ME?
While evaluating and looking at a trademark may
be easier, the lead time that they offer may be
much less than the patent information would allow.
Trademarks offer great insights into the products
or services that a company is producing or will be
producing. As competitive intelligence professionals
are always responsible for finding out what is next
for their competition, understanding, evaluating, and
researching competitor trademarks is paramount.

www.ktmine.com
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CASE STUDY
Amazon
The e-commerce behemoth Amazon has undoubtedly made
its name as a retail giant and has since disrupted the brick-andmortar sales model all over the world, particularly in industries like
electronics and books. What other industries could be on the horizon
for Amazon?
Amazon frequently makes headlines for the devices and electronics
it’s been developing, but if you take a look at the company’s
trademark registrations you’ll find that, as opposed to seeing
trademarks for new electronics products, Amazon has recently
filed a trademark “Skip the Trip” for a computer application to select
grocery products, place orders, and schedule deliveries. With this
application, consumers can even choose to have products delivered
on a recurring schedule for a discount.
This indicates Amazon’s intent not only to grab market share from
traditional grocery stores but also wholesale retailers such as Sam’s
Club or Costco. The ease and efficiency of having grocery deliveries
right to their door is a luxury many consumers may be turning
towards; knowing this information is vital in making smart business
decisions.
Example of Amazon’s trademark in use:

www.ktmine.com
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WHAT ARE AGREEMENTS?
Licensing agreements are contracts that are agreed upon by two or more
entities for the provision of services or the transfer of rights related to IP. Various
agreements such as asset purchase, cross license, IP, and service, exist in the
public domain and offer many insights into the interaction between companies.

WHAT CAN YOU GATHER FROM AGREEMENTS?
Asset purchase agreements offer insights into the contractual arrangements
around an acquisition of a company or business. This provides insights into the
price paid, assets acquired, and transition plan.
Cross license agreements offer insights into how two companies will grant
each other rights around sets of IP to exploit technologies. In many cases, these
enable the companies to prevent future litigation against one another or to shore
up their portfolios to compete in various markets.
IP agreements offer insights into the assets that a company licenses to another
to allow them to exploit technologies or brands or software. The importance of
these is that the licensee is able to exploit and commercialize the IP while the
licensor is able monetize the assets to bring in revenue.
Service agreements offer insights into the services that a
company is performing on behalf of others as well as the
terms for such services.

www.ktmine.com
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AGREEMENT STRUCTURE EXAMPLE
Title
Parties

LICENSE AGREEMENT, BY AND BETWEEN TRUE DRINKS HOLDINGS, INC. AND
DISNEY CONSUMER PRODUCTS, INC.
DISNEY CONSUMER PRODUCTS, INC.
(“Disney”)

IP ASSETS

and TRUE DRINKS HOLDINGS, INC. (Licensee”)

Term
Payments

Effective Date of Term: April 1, 2015
End Date of Term: March 31, 2017
Royalty Rate(s):
1. Landed/In Sales:

Five percent (5%)

2. Sales through Wholesalers: An additional
four percent (4%) shall be added to the Royalty
Rates for all Out Sales through Wholesalers.

Guarantee(s):
Period:
Amount:

April 1, 2015- March 31, 2016
$200,070.00

Period:		
Amount:

April 1, 2016 - March 31,2017
250,800.000

Properties included in Licensed Material
(see “Intellectual Property Notices and Special
Provisions Attachment” to the Schedule):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

BIG HERO 6
CAPTAIN JAKE AND THE NEVER 		
LAND PIRATES
CARS and CARS 2
DISNEY PRINCESS
DISNEY STANDARD CHARACTERS
DOC MCSTUFFINS
FROZEN
THE LION GUARD
MICKEY MOUSE CLUBHOUSE
MILES FROM TOMORROWLAND
PLANES
PLANES: FIRE & RESCUE
SOFIA THE FIRST
WINNIE THE POOH

HOW CAN MONITORING MY COMPETITOR’S
AGREEMENTS HELP ME?

Agreements are a leading indicator of how companies go about business and
negotiate deals. By understanding the key terms and clauses that companies
are willing to agree to, you can gain insights into the internal operations and
drivers of value for the company. It may also give insights into particular assets
or new markets the company may be moving towards.
www.ktmine.com
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CASE STUDY
General Motors
In the ultra-competitive ride-sharing market, it’s no question that
companies like Uber and Lyft are keeping close watch on their
competitors and fighting for market share. When one of their earliest
competitors, Sidecar, folded in late 2015 the question of what will
happen to their technology is one of great concern to the companies
in this space.
Looking at agreements, one can see that General Motors entered
the mix with a license to one of Sidecar’s most valuable IP assets—a
patent for the proprietary software technology detailing a “System
and method for determining an efficient transportation route” which
predates any of Uber or Lyft’s patents. Armed with this patent and
Sidecar’s top talent, GM could be in a good position to disrupt this
market.

Excerpt from Sidecar (side.cr) on General Motors partnership:
Why we sold to GM
JANUARY 20, 2016

When it was clear we needed to sell the company, it was important to the board and me that we
continue Sidecar’s spirit of innovation and land Sidecar employees in great jobs. Finding a buyer
like GM fulfilled our goals. Once the term sheet was signed with GM in December and the strategy
was clear, we ceased operation of our ride and delivery operations and focused on closing the deal.
With the acquisition of Sidecar assets, GM gains the team and technology to accelerate their
mobility plans and grow their new mobility offering into a world-class transportation service. The
key component to the transaction is a license to Sidecar patents*. Sidecar retains ownership of
those patents.
Sunil Paul
Co-founder & CEO, Sidecar
* Sidecar holds the US Patent #6356838 for “System and method for determining an efficient
transportation route” and has other patents pending.

www.ktmine.com
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WHAT CAN YOU GATHER FROM
IP ASSET TRANSACTIONS?

To understand IP asset transactions, it is important to understand two
different groups.
The first group is M&A transactions. These merger and acquisition
transactions involve the acquisition of the full company including the
fixed assets (e.g., property, plant, equipment) and IP assets (e.g., patents,
trademarks, copyrights). For many businesses, the IP assets account for
roughly 80% of the total value of the company.
The second group is IP-only acquisitions. While these transactions may be
for one individual asset such as an individual patent or trademark, asset
assignments offer great insights into the direction a company is moving and
whether they are building it internally or acquiring those assets from other
companies. These transactions can be found at the USPTO or within IP Sale
documents that are publicly available and offer insights into the perceived
and agreed upon value.

HOW CAN MONITORING MY COMPETITOR’S
IP ASSET TRANSACTIONS HELP ME?

These transactions are a leading indicator of where a
company is heading and how a company is building
their asset portfolio. They tell you of the sectors of the
assets, the assets acquired, the prolific inventors, their
major partners, and in many cases the value.

www.ktmine.com
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CASE STUDY
Novartis
Sometimes companies choose to sell off only a fraction of their
businesses and with the sale of tangible assets, the intangibles are
often the defining point of the sale. Tracking patents that change
hands through company-to-company transactions is a leading
indicator of where the company sees value in their future growth.
Take for example, Novartis, who in 2014 announced that they
would be divesting their vaccines business to focus more on their
oncology division. Novartis struck a deal with GlaxoSmithKline to
swap its’ vaccines for GSK’s oncology assets. By searching for patent
assignments between these two companies, one can get a better
analysis of the technologies involved and that approximately 146
patents have been reassigned as a result of the deal.
Beyond this, GlaxoSmithKline agreed to sell two of its Meningitis
vaccines as required by the European Commission. In the end, Pfizer
was able to acquire GSK’s Nimenrix and Mencevax vaccines in the
3-way deal.

www.ktmine.com
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CONCLUSION

We hope you have a better understanding of how IP information can help
you gain intelligence on your competitors. For many, they may decide to
subscribe to tools to improve their insights and speed of research. For others,
they may choose to go to free resources offered by the USPTO or US SEC, or
Google News. Ultimately, we hope that you begin to take advantage of the
data that is out there to know your competition’s capabilities and movements.
The most important thing about IP information is that each data set on its
own can only tell part of the story. It is when this data is cross-linked and tied
together that real insights can be gained.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

• For More on Patents and Trademarks...
Visit USPTO.gov’s Patent & Trademark Basics
• For More on Agreements...
Read this Inc. article on Understanding
and Using License Agreements

• For More on IP Asset Transactions...
Read this Forbes article on 13 Key Issues In Mergers and Acquisitions
• Visit the ktMINE Blog for IP news and data trends

www.ktmine.com
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MONITOR YOUR COMPETITOR’S
TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
WITH ktMINE
ktMINE’s IP Platform significantly reduces research time by connecting datasets to
provide instant insights into your competitor’s IP portfolio.

Let’s See How It Works
1. Build a Competitor’s Portfolio: Verizon
a. Enter Verizon as the keyword into the search bar.

b. Select companies and click to see IP Profile

Now You’ve Built a Competitor Portfolio in Seconds!
Schedule Demo
www.ktmine.com
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2. Review Your Competitor’s Total IP Portfolio
a. The Classification/Industry with the highest count can indicate Verizon’s most
developed area - “Multiplex Communications” is 14.86% of Verizon’s IP Portfolio.

b. Review the Classification titles to see if any stand out for further investigation.
You can see Verizon is developing their video capabilities with recently granted
patents in “Interactive Video Distribution Systems.”

Schedule Demo
www.ktmine.com
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3. Review Your Competitor’s Recent Activity
Verizon’s recent developments, partnerships, and deals can be monitored
through the activity ticker.
Verizon acquires 72 technologies
from content delivery network.

Verizon acquires a media
platform company.
Verizon develops a technology for
“Intelligent Messaging System to
Convert Email to Sms, Ems, and Mms”.

Use news to add context around the IP activity. Here’s an excerpt
from The Wall Street Journal announcement of Verizon’s acquisition
of Complex Media:

Verizon, Hearst Agree to Buy Complex Media
Deal is biggest move so far by joint venture the companies formed last month
By RYAN KNUTSON, KEACH HAGEY and LUKAS I. ALPERT April 18, 2016
Verizon Communications Inc. and Hearst Corp. said they have agreed to acquire
Complex Media, an online publisher that caters to young men. The deal values
Complex at $250 million to $300 million, according to people familiar with the matter.

Schedule Demo
www.ktmine.com
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4. Evaluate Your Competitor’s Technology Developments
a. Monitor technology development through the patents tab. Verizon’s
recent developments indicate they are focused on content distribution.

b. Click on the patent number to see summary details and access the full
patent document for further information through “View Patent Images”.

Schedule Demo
www.ktmine.com
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5. Evaluate Your Competitor’s Partnerships
Review Verizon’s partnerships through the license agreements tab.

6. Evaluate Your Competitor’s Deals
Review Verizon’s deals completed, announced, or rumored by viewing the
M&A deals tab.

Schedule Demo
www.ktmine.com
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7. Stay Up-to-Date On Your Competitor
Set Alerts through the save button to be notified to Verizon’s new
developments without logging into the platform.

Schedule Demo
www.ktmine.com

